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• Forgetting to check for wage decision 

modifications.

• Certified Payrolls not prepared 

correctly.

• Workers not classified properly.

• Lacking authorized deductions.

• No, insufficient or improperly 

prepared employee interviews.

Common Challenges
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Davis-Bacon Act Applicability

FEDERAL FUNDS 
Projects financed whole or in part with 

federal funds. 

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Includes new construction, alteration 

and/or repair, painting and/or 

decorating of public buildings or public 

works. Applies to construction 

activities performed on a defined 

project site.

LABORERS & MECHANICS
All laborers and mechanics employed 

by a contractor and subcontractor 

(includes apprentices, trainees, and 

working foreman) must be paid a 

locally prevailing wage for their job 

classification(s).
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Davis-Bacon Act Applicability

DEMOLITION
Davis-Bacon generally does 

not cover demolition unless 

it will be followed by a 

Davis-Bacon covered 

construction activity.

RESIDENTIAL REHAB
Davis-Bacon does not apply 

to the rehabilitation of 

residential property with 

less than eight (8) units 

under one contract.

CRSC & EQUIPMENT
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Davis-Bacon generally does not 

cover construction-related soft 

costs or the installation of 

equipment. 

FORCE ACCOUNT
Davis-Bacon does not apply 

to force account projects.



Responsibilities of Contract Compliance Officer

Review certified payroll reports

Make sure Register of Assigned Employees is submitted with first payroll

Make certain that Monthly Register of Contractors is submitted monthly

Ensure employee interviews are conducted and compared against payroll 

report 

See that underpaid workers receive restitution

Use the logs to document compliance and resolution of any problems
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Bottom Line
The Grantee is 
responsible for ensuring 
someone is actively  
overseeing all 
construction contracts 
and that contractors are 
complying with FLS 
requirements!  
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Questions?



10-Day Wage Decision Check
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10 days before bid opening. 

Issue addendum if modified.

Failure can lead to rebidding.



Bid Opening & Wage Decision Lock-In
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Contract in 90 Days
Bid Opening locks in Wage Decision.

No contract in 90 days
Must check for Wage Decision modifications.

Failure can lead to a finding at the compliance review.



What is a Certified Payroll Report?

❖ The payroll report, and

❖ The Statement of Compliance (located on the backside of the 
payroll report).

❖ You can use DOL form WH-347 or its equivalent.

❖ It must be submitted within seven days of the end of each payroll 
period.
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Statement of Compliance

1111

❖ It’s the certification part of the certified 
payroll reports.

❖ Box 4 shows how fringes will be paid.

❖ Signed by owner/president or the person 
who pays or supervises the payment of 
workers.

❖ Must be an original signature in blue or 
black ink or an electronic signature.



Federal Labor Standards 
Brain Buster
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True or False 
Davis-Bacon does not 
apply to demolition 
contracts.

True or False
Davis-Bacon applies to a 
housing rehab contract 
with 6 units.

True or False
All issued wage 
decisions are “locked in” 
with the bid opening 



Questions?



Virginia’s New Minimum Wage
● On January 1, 2023, the Code of Virginia Section 40.1-28.10 was amended to 

increase the state minimum wage. All employers operating in Virginia are now 
required to pay each of their employee wages of at least $12.00 per hour. 

● Pursuant to § 40.1-28.10 (D), this rule is effective from January 1, 2023, until 
January 1, 2025. This minimum wage increase applies to all existing CDBG and 
ARC contracts already underway as well as new projects. It also applies to all 
job classifications listed on the wage decision issued for their respective 
project. 
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Wage Decision
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Additional Job Classifications
✔ Identified at the pre-construction 

conference and request submitted 

after construction contract is 

signed, and

✔ When a new trade is unexpectedly 

needed and it isn’t listed on the 

applicable wage decision.

Partners for Better Communities

A Path Forward



Reviewing Proposed Classifications
● The type of work needed for a project is not 

already listed on the applicable wage 

decision,

● The proposed classification is being used 

on other projects in area, and

● You are not creating a new construction 

classification but adding an existing 

construction classification to the appropriate 

wage decision.

Window Seal Worker Example:  The project 

requires that windows be sealed.  The wage 

decision lists a glazier.

Q: Do you need to request an additional job 

classification?

A: No, sealing work is incidental to window 

rehab & insulations, which is covered by 

glazier classification. 

Partners for Better Communities

A Path Forward



Notify Workers

● Post DOL letter next to 

wage decision



Partners for Better Communities

A Path Forward

Reviewing Proposed Wage Rates
● Proposed wage rate, including any 

benefits, has to bear a “reasonable 

relationship” to other similar existing 

wage rates, and

● Similar is defined as those from the 

same category of classifications and 

sectors of industry (See SCA Directory 

of Occupations on DOL website)



Questions?
A Path Forward



1099 Workers
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❖ Independent contractors so FICA, 
federal taxes and state taxes are not 
deducted from their wages

❖ Every person who performs the work 
of a laborer or mechanic is 
“employed” regardless of any 
contractual relationship and must be 
paid as much as the wage rate on 
the wage decision for trade 
performed

❖ Must be shown on payroll as having 
received required wage



Pay Deductions
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1
• Contractor must show all deductions taken 

from gross pay

2
• Do not need employee authorization for FICA, 

income taxes, or court-ordered garnishments
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• Any other legally-permissible deduction must 

be authorized in writing by the employee



Authorization of Payroll Deductions
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❖ Does not need to be submitted, 
if no deductions are being 
taken.

❖ Only needs to be resubmitted if 
the type of deductions changes 
or the amount increases



Conduct Employee Interviews
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Once a month

Each trade at least 
once

25% of total workers



Missed Workers

Phone Interview

Mail Interview

Document the File 
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Site Observations
❖ Record what the worker is 

doing and what tools and 
equipment are being used

❖ Do the types and numbers of 
workers generally coincide 
with type of projects and 
payroll reports?
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Conducting the Interview
● Dress appropriately 

● Announce yourself to foreman

● Don’t interrupt their lunch break

● Observe workers and begin to annotate interview form

● Introduce self to workers and explain purpose of interviews

● Advise worker that information collected is confidential and 
can only be shared with employer with the worker’s written 
permission
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Information Gathering
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Want 
permanent 
address, not 
a temporary 
working 
addressWant a specific 

job classification 
e.g.; Excavator

Be specific:  
Include 
information 
about crew size 
such as 
working with 3 
pipelayers

Consistent 
with RAE?

Hours worked on 
this project only



Back in the Office
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Federal Labor Standards 
Brain Buster
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True or False 
The foreman can 
accompany you on the 
employee interviews.

True or False
If there is a small crew, it 
is okay to re-interview 
workers. 



Technical Assistance

The CDBG Management Manual

Davis-Bacon Labor Guide

Technical Assistance FLS Review with your CDS
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Final Questions?

Partners for Better Communities

A Path Forward



Shameless Marketing Plug
Freestanding training session on federal labor standards later this year

Let Elizabeth or Kirsten know of any topics you would like to see covered

Can’t wait?  See the FLS webinars on DHCD website at 
https://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/cdbg-training-archive and then talk to your 
CDS
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https://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/cdbg-training-archive


THANK YOU 

Elizabeth Boehringer
Senior Community Development Specialist

600 East Main Street, Suite 300

Richmond, VA 23219

elizabeth.boehringer@dhcd.Virginia.gov

Kirsten Vroman
Community Development Specialist

600 East Main Street, Suite 300

Richmond, VA 23219

Kirsten.vroman@dhcd.Virginia.gov


